This learning activity complements the LifeSmarts OTC Medicine Safety Mentoring Project. See http://lifesmarts.org/otc/ for more information. LifeSmarts is a program of the National Consumers League, providing confidence and safety in the marketplace since 1899.

Pass the Label Activity

Description:
Review the OTC medicine vocabulary by playing a relay game.

Time:
10-15 minutes

Materials:
- OTC Medicine Safety vocabulary
- Empty medicine bottle for each group

Procedures:
1. Divide participants into groups to form relay lines.
2. Give the first person in each relay line an empty medicine bottle.
3. Read a definition. Only the first participant in each line may answer with the term defined.
4. The person who gives the correct term passes the bottle to the next person in their line. Only one line may move the bottle per definition.
5. Play continues, another definition is read and correctly identified.
6. The game ends once all the terms have been identified and/or the bottle has reached the end of one line.